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Wax Build-up Detection in Oil Pipelines 

 
Overview 
Paraffin wax deposition in undersea oil pipelines causes loss of revenue and damage to 
the pipeline through blockage. GE has asked the design team to develop a method of 
detection for paraffin wax using nuclear methods. The team was to provide a 
methodology, source, and the detector required to reasonably measure wax layers as 
small as 1 millimeter.  
 

Objectives 
The design team prepared various methods of measurement of the paraffin wax layers, under ideal conditions. 
The methods were analyzed for their feasibility using modelling and simulation with MCNP 6. The counting times 
required for certainty in measurement were the primary output. 
 

Approach 
 Developed a design methodology for wax detection that was not invasive 

 The client wished for the insulation of the pipe to remain intact 

 Analyzed the materials in the pipe system for favourable properties 

 Contrast between paraffin wax and oil comes from the differences in mass density and in hydrogen density 

 Modelled the pipeline geometry with MCNP 6 

 Analyzed three detection techniques: large body irradiation, maximum wax thickness, and a pseudo-CT scan  

 Source was chosen for most appreciable difference in mass attenuation between oil and wax 

 A detector was paired with this source particle and energy that provided the best counting efficiency 
 

Outcomes 
 Maximum wax thickness 

method was used  

 Cesium-137 was chosen as 
the source, due to its decay 
gamma of 662 keV and long 
half-life 

 Modelled an inorganic 
scintillation detector, NaI(Tl), of 3'' by 3'' crystal size 

 MCNP outputs were analyzed by the F8 analogue energy tally over the cell geometry; the attenuation ratio 
of the source particles 

 A relation was developed for finding the activity of cesium-137 needed for reasonable confidence in 
contrast, as well as the reduction in activity due to self-shielding 

 The counting time required for measurement of the wax thickness was reported as a function of the amount 
of wax in the pipe 

 Higher wax thicknesses require less counting time for discernment 

 Greater definition or resolution requires a well collimated source and a well collimated detector window 


